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This manual is copyrighted by Kyle Hollenbeck. All rights reserved. No part of the 
manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic 
or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage 
and retrieval system, images, text, graphics, and other intellectual property are 
protected by the United States and International Copyright Laws, and may not 
be copied, reprinted, published, reengineered, translated, hosted, reproduced, or 
otherwise distributed by any means without explicit permission. You may not 
copy, modify, create derivative works of, publicly display or perform, republish, 
store, transmit, or distribute any of the material in this manual without the 
prior written consent of Kyle Hollenbeck. Fines start at $150,000 and include a 

possible prison sentence upon conviction.



Disclaimer

You must get your physician’s approval before beginning this exercise program. These 
recommendations are not medical guidelines but are for educational purposes only. You 
must consult your physician prior to starting this program or if you have any medical 
condition or injury that contraindicates physical activity. This program is designed for 
healthy individuals 18 years and older only.

The information in this manual is meant to supplement, not replace, proper exercise 
training. All forms of exercise pose some inherent risks. The editors and publishers advise 
readers to take full responsibility for their safety and know their limits. Before practicing 
the exercises in this manual, be sure that your equipment is well-maintained, and do not 
take risks beyond your level of experience, aptitude, training and fitness. The exercises and 
dietary programs in this book are not intended as a substitute for any exercise routine or 
treatment or dietary regimen that may have been prescribed by your physician.

See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. If you are taking 
any medications, you must talk to your physician before starting any exercise program, 
including High Impact. If you experience any lightheadedness, dizziness, or shortness of 
breath while exercising, stop the movement and consult a physician.

Don’t perform any exercise unless you have been shown the proper technique by a certified 
personal trainer or certified strength and conditioning specialist. Always ask for instruction 
and assistance when lifting. Don’t perform any exercise without proper instruction. Always 
do a warm-up prior to strength training and interval training.

You must have a complete physical examination if you are sedentary, if you have high 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, or diabetes, if you are overweight, or if you are over 
30 years old. Please discuss all nutritional changes with your physician or a registered 
dietician. If your physician recommends that you don’t use High Impact, please follow your 
doctor’s orders.
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Waiver and Release of Liability
(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PERFORMING ANY EXERCISES IN THIS MANUAL)

I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THERE ARE RISKS INVOLVED IN 
PARTICIPATING IN ANY EXERCISE PROGRAM AND / OR ANY EXERCISES CONTAINED 
WITHIN THIS MANUAL IN CONSIDERATION FOR BEING ALLOWED TO UTILIZE THE 
INFORMATION IN THIS MANUAL, I AGREE THAT I WILL ASSUME THE RISK AND FULL 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR DETERMINING THE NEED FOR MEDICAL CLEARANCE FROM 
MY PHYSICIAN AND OBTAINING SUCH CLEARANCE, THE SAFETY AND/OR EFFICACY 
OF ANY EXERCISE PROGRAM RECOMMENDED TO ME, AND ANY AND ALL INJURIES, 
LOSSES, OR DAMAGES, WHICH MIGHT OCCUR TO ME AND / OR TO MY FAMILY WHILE 
UTILIZING THE INFORMATION IN THIS MANUAL AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT 
ALLOWED BY LAW I AGREE TO WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, SUITS, 
OR RELATED CAUSES OF ACTION AGAINST FULL FORCE TACTICAL, LLC, KYLE  
HOLLENBECK, THEIR EMPLOYEES, OR AFFILIATES (COLLECTIVELY FULL FORCE 
TACTICAL, LLC), FOR INJURY, LOSS, DEATH, COSTS OR OTHER DAMAGES TO ME, 
MY HEIRS OR ASSIGNS, WHILE UTILIZING ALL THE INFORMATION OR PARTAKING IN 
THE EXERCISES CONTAINED WITHIN THIS MANUAL OR VIDEO LIBRARY. I FURTHER 
AGREE TO RELEASE, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD FULL FORCE TACTICAL, LLC OR KYLE 
HOLLENBECK FROM ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR FUTURE CLAIMS PRESENTED 
BY MY CHILDREN FOR ANY INJURIES, LOSSES OR DAMAGES.
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Introduction
“The last thing you want to do is finish playing or doing 
anything and wish you would have worked harder.” 
-Derek Jeter

What does it mean to be High Impact? As it pertains to 
training, it means to place a great deal of stress on the 
body. In life, it means to be able to withstand great impact 
without breaking. 

One thing that has always stuck with me is that you, and 
only you, can take responsibility for how hard you work. 
It’s that determination and grit that either makes or breaks 
you. Don’t wait until you need to be in better shape, act 
now and live the way that you want to.

How did the manual come about? Well, after playing 
college football and leaving college to go into the police 
academy I had a rude awakening. I had that feeling that 
if I didn’t change things were going to end badly for me. I 
was broken, the opposite of being High Impact. Now don’t 
get me wrong, I was in good shape, but the right shape 
for the wrong job. I was still training like a football player, 
not a tactical athlete. I loved being strong…I still do and I 
believe that there is a time and place for strength training, 
as you’ll see  but I needed that strength to translate to off 
the field  performance. 

As I continued through the police academy and completed 
my field training I began to change the way that I trained 
and the way that I ate. I could no longer carry a heavy 
frame and have the weight of a duty belt, ballistic vest, 
boots, gear, etc. daily. It was too much to handle.

The workouts in this manual are the exact workouts that 
have gotten hundreds of clients to build lean muscle, 
feel stronger, look and feel better, and to become a better 
athlete of life.

7
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Benefits

Build Muscle.

Using high-intensity workouts and incorporating compound movements accompanied 
with shorter rest periods we are creating a greater systemic response within the body, 
leading to more anabolic (muscle building) potential.  High impact’s training protocols 
take the approach of “quality over quantity”. You will see that these protocols – rest/
pause, cluster sets, and timed sets - maximize your ability to control the movements 
within the proper range of motion giving you the “show with the go.”

Get Stronger

Strength is king! With all the information out there on strength training, things can become 
overwhelming. High impact’s easy to follow workouts give to take the guesswork out it 
and let you focus on what you are here to do! There is no better feeling in the gym when 
you absolutely smash a PR that you have been chasing for months or even years. High 
impact gives you options to make sure that you are doing the right compound (multi-joint) 
movements for your skill level.
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Increase mental 
toughness … 
no explanation 
needed!

Be Leaner!

From a metabolic standpoint, it’s hard to beat the fat burning capabilities of the style of  these 
workouts. Our bodies are subject to physical and mental stress every day so it’s important to 
limit, even though exercise is good, the amount of additional stress that we add to it. This is also 
referred to as an allostatic  load.

By shortening rest periods and moving quickly in the workout, not only will this decrease the 
duration of the workout, but it improves your work capacity as well. As a tactical athlete or an 
athlete of life, being able to use your strength for extended periods of time can have a huge 
impact on your ability to stay safe and protect yourself and your family.

Using finishers that incorporate kettlebell, dumbbell, and bodyweight complexes and/or 
combinations we are able to maximize your time by being as efficient as possible. We want you 
leaving your workout feeling like you could run through a brick wall … don’t try it but imagine the 
feeling if you could!

We want you to be 1% better than the day before. Imagine what could 
happen over the course of 12 weeks if you were to get 1% better each 
training session. Using the principles of progressive overload, we consider 
the many factors that often get overlooked in many training programs. By 
giving you rep ranges, openly ended sets, and target reps you have the 
ability to make the call each day! 
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Sets, 
Reps, 
Rest Periods

There are no rules set in stone when it comes to YOUR training. Why? Because As long as 
you can continue to push as hard as you can and train at a higher intensity -- obviously 
while maintaining good form -- you will develop a new found set of skills in no time! As we 
progress into Kettlebell work, Timed Finishers, and Strength sets, you may need to adjust 
your rest periods.

Sets
It is hard to put a defined set scheme on a lot of the workouts. This is not your traditional 
strength training. Rather than using heavy barbell lifts, which require much more planning, 
the routines in this manual can be altered to fit your personal needs and schedule. With 
the time based and rep based workouts, you can adjust weights, rest time and reps as you 
see fit.

A lot of this manual is not like typical strength training with a barbell where the weights 
are much heavier, which required a lot more periodization (planning). The sets schemes, 
time-based and reps-based workouts, and circuits can be changed to meet your individual 
needs. You can add more sets for heavier weights and add longer periods of rest or lower 
the total number of sets with a lighter weight and have shorter rest periods.
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Example set and rep scheme:

• Set X Reps
• Overhead Press - 3 X 8 each arm.
• Perform 8 reps of an overhead press with each arm 3 times with rest in between each set.

Rest Periods

Shorter rest periods will improve work capacity (conditioning) and increase your resting metabolic 
rate (the number of calories burned while at rest) while longer rest periods are required for higher 
intensity (i.e. strength movements or overloaded bodyweight movements) efforts. You are not 
limited by the standard 30, 60, 90 second rest period intervals. Rest as little as you need and 
keep moving forward to push the pace. With the strength movements, the rest periods are laid 
out for you in the manual.

There are workouts where there are rep ranges and/or a target number of reps. The amount and 
the intensity that you perform the exercise will depend on how you feel that day. For example, if 
there is a rep range of 50 push-ups and you can hit that unbroken in one set, and you’re feeling 
really good that day, add a weight vest or slow down the tempo to increase the time under 
tension to maximize the intensity/difficulty. You will see in the workouts, the volume you’re able 
to hit depends on what exercises you’re using and your current work capacity. Work capacity 
means ‘level of conditioning’. 
The key is to continue to work hard and always try to be 1% better than the day before. Progress 
> Perfection

Listen to your body; and remember, nobody knows it better than you do!

Repetitions



Weekly Schedule

SAMPLE 3 DAY / WEEK PROGRAM

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7
Warm up

Day 
one 

Workout 

Rest /Active
Recovery 

 Warm up
DAY 

THREE

Workout 

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
 Day  
Five 

Workout

Rest /Active 
Rcovery 

Rest/ Active 
Recovery 

SAMPLE 4 DAY / WEEK PROGRAM - OPTION 1

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7
Warm up

Day 
one 

Workout 

Rest /Active
Recovery 

 Warm up
DAY 
Three

Workout 

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
 Day  
Five 

Workout

Rest /Active 
Rcovery 

Warm up
 Day  

Seven

Workout
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SAMPLE 4 DAY / WEEK PROGRAM - OPTION 2

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7
Warm up

Day 
one 

Workout 

Warm up
Day 
Two

Workout

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
Day 
Four

Workout

Warm up
 Day  
Five 

Workout

Rest /Active 
Rcovery 

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

OPTION 3

The 10 Day training template works great for when you have a jam-packed schedule … Let’s face it, 
we all have lives and responsibilities. **Use this version for weeks 5-12 if you only have 3 days to 
train.**

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5
Warm up

Day 
one 

Workout 

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
Day 

Three

Workout

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
Day 
Five

Workout

DAY 6 DAY 7 DAY 8 DAY 9 DAY 10
Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
Day 

8

Workout

Rest/
Active 

Recovery

Warm up
Day 
10

Workout

Copyright 2018 and Beyond.  All Rights Reserved| Full Force Tactical, LLC | https://www.thefitforce.com
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The Cluster Set Protocol

Cluster Set training is another great way to get more work done in a shorter amount of time 
with a heavier percentage of your 1RM. In general, most people can perform 80-85% of their 
1RM for 5 reps. Now what becomes tough is maintaining good form for 3 sets, which 15 total 
reps would be a typical rep range for building strength. How we get around that is to perform 1 
rep using our 80-85% of our 1RM followed by 30-45 seconds of rest, then performing another 
rep followed by 30-45 seconds of rest. Repeat until 15 total reps have been reached. After 
about 8-9 minutes you will have done  an enormous amount of work!

The RP515 Protocol

This explanation may be a little lengthy, but I promise you it’s well worth it! 

In the last 4 weeks, you will do what’s called Rest-Pause Training. This is brutal but effective 
way to incorporate strength movements with conditioning.

The RP515 (rest-pause) protocol is based on the program ‘RP515’ created by my good friend  
and mentor Jim “Smitty” Smith of Diesel Strength & Conditioning. It is a program I have used 
for my athletes and myself for many years because it gets results. Yes, the RP515 protocol is 
tough, but like anything that is hard to achieve in life, it is worth it. Very few training methods 
can build muscle and get you strong AF! Not to mention the mental toughness aspect. You 
will push yourself further and harder than ever before.

Here is what RP515 stands for:
R` – Rest
P     – Pause
5     – sets
15   – seconds rest between each set

Set 1:  50% x 15-20 reps (warm up set)
Set 2:  75% x 10 reps (warm up set)

MAIN RP515 Set:
10-12 Rep Max (RM)



For the main RP515 set, you will utilize a weight equivalent to your 10-12RM, we will figure 
this out in Week 5. This means a weight where you can perform 10-12 quality repetitions for 
the exercise listed. You shouldn’t be able to get any more than 10-12 reps; if you can, the
weight was to light.

To keep it very simple, we will use a “ramp” loading approach for both of our preliminary sets,
based on the weight we will be using for our main RP515 set (see next section).
After you determine your 10-12 RM, which we will do in Week 5, you will be able to calculate
the weight you should use for your preliminary work sets.

Preliminary Set 1: 50% of your 10-12RM x 15-20 reps
Preliminary Set 2: 75% of your 10-12RM x 10 reps

RP515 Preliminary Work set Example:

Exercise: Squat
10-12RM: 225lbs

Preliminary Set 1: 225 x 50% = 225 x .50 = 110 lbs *
Preliminary Set 2: 225 x 75% =225 x .75 = 170 lbs *

*Round to the nearest 5 or 10 lbs; I would round down to start.

Copyright 2018 and Beyond.  All Rights Reserved| Full Force Tactical, LLC | https://www.thefitforce.com
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You will perform these two preliminary works sets after you have warmed 
up for the workout:

Preliminary Set 1: 110 lbs x 15-20 reps
Preliminary Set 2: 170 lbs x 10 reps

After that, you will perform the next five sets with the same weight, resting 
only 15 seconds between each set. For the first set of the main RP Set 
perform 10-12 repetitions using your 10-12 rep max weight. For each 
additional set perform as many good repetitions as you can, typically this 
will average out to 3-4 reps per set.

Good reps mean, no “grind” reps. You know, the rep where you spend what 
seems like an
eternity under the bar trying to get it back to the rack? We’ve all done 
them. That will completely wipe you out… maybe not today but the next 
day you will be exhausted. Which totally defeats the purpose of what we 
are trying to accomplish.

By ‘keeping one rep in the tank’ and staying away from forced reps, you 
will be able to continue through all five sets without absolute failure. If 
you start grinding the reps out, then you will not be able to get through all 
5 sets.

If you hit your target 20-25 reps (which is our total volume goal for the 
main RP515 exercise),
then the weight was perfect. If you got more than 25 total reps, then the 
weight was too light.
If you didn’t reach the 20 total reps mark, then the weight was too heavy.

RP515 Main Set Example:
Exercise: Bench Press
Load: 10-12RM

Set 1:  Bench Press, 10-12 reps, 15 seconds rest
Set 2:  Bench Press, AMRAP*, 15 seconds rest
Set 3:  Bench Press, AMRAP*, 15 seconds rest
Set 4:  Bench Press, AMRAP*, 15 seconds rest
Set 5:  Bench Press, AMRAP*,

DONE
Target Total Volume: 20-25 reps
*AMRAP – As Many Reps As Possible
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Warm Up 
Click "Warm Up" for the Full Demonstration

I get that your time is precious but please don’t skip this part. You don’t need 
to foam roll for 5 minutes then go through a lengthy warm up. In theory that 
should be what everyone does, but it really isn’t practical. Are you going to tell a 
suspect to stop running so that you can warm up or tell your kid to “wait a sec” 
while you warm up for a game of “hide and seek”… hell no! But this is training, 
and we need to be smart when we can.  

With the right intensity, this warm-up should take you about 5 minutes. It will give 
you feedback on how you’re feeling that day and let you know how hard you can 
push yourself. I’ve learned the hard way and made poor choices. A proper warm-up 
is essential for helping you feel and move better; especially as you get older.  

• *This can be used on off days as a recovery workout.
• TKE X 20 each side
• Jumping Jacks X 15
• Seal Jacks X 15
• Arm Circles, Forward and Back X 10 Each
• Arm Swings X 5 Forward and 5 back
• Arm Crosses X 5 Over and 5 Under
• Band Pull Aparts X 15
• Inchworm w/ Push Up x 10
• Groiner into Overhead Reach X 10 Total
• Scorpions (Cobra) X 10 Each Leg
• Supermans x 10 w/ sec hold
• Hip Switch w/ bridge X 20 Total
• Med Ball Slam or Wide Outs - 2 X 10
• Glute Stretch (both legs) X 3
• BW Squat  Strider into kick through  Squat to Stand  Static Hip

Flexor Stretch (both legs)

NOTE:  You may need to perform additional warm-up movements 
before your main strength lifts on some days.   

https://youtu.be/1ai-ybZyA88
https://youtu.be/eqjlnzXu22A
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Phase 1: 
Building Phase 
Weeks 1 – 4
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Workout 1

1a) 1 Arm Kettlebell/Dumbbell Clean - 5 x 5 reps, each arm
1b) Kettlebell/Dumbbell or Sandbag Thruster - 5 x 8 reps each side 

2a) Swiss Ball or Slider Hamstring Curls - 3 x 15
2b) Mixed Style Push Ups - 3 x max reps 

3a) Kettlebell Swings - 3 x 20 reps

3b) Pull/Chin Ups – 3 x Sub-Max (leave 1 to 2 reps in the tank – not to failure)

4) High-Intensity Cardio x 5 minutes -- Track your Distance/Progress week to 
week

Examples: Run, Bike, Ski, Swim, Ruck/Pack Run, or Jump Rope

Workout 2
1a) 1 Arm Kettlebell or Dumbbell Snatch x 7, each arm 
1b) Walking Lunges x 7, each leg
*Perform 7 rounds of 7 reps of each exercise before moving on to set #2*

2a) Goblet Squats x 7 reps
2b) Burpees x 7 reps
*Perform 7 rounds of 7 reps of each exercise before moving on to set #3*

3) Push Up to Front Lever – 3x10

Workout 3
Kettlebell Complex – Perform all exercises of one movement then move onto the 
next
1a) Double Kettlebell Burpee 3 x 6-8 reps
1b) Double Kettlebell Push Up 3 x 6-8 reps              *Click here for video demo for Set #1*
1c) Double Kettlebell Gorilla Row 3 x 10 reps

2a) Overhead Farmer’s Walk 2 x 120’ 2b) Rack Walk 2 x 
120’ 2c) Farmer’s Walk 2 x 120’

3a) Stir the Pots - 3 x 60 seconds 
3b) jump rope - 3 x 250 reps

Week 5: Testing
*Record your weights for the next Phase*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA_NY-Krgpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wE-Fs-0_Am8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXgG-xQ0TmQ
https://youtu.be/xy_36-5PJ8U
https://youtu.be/kt8MZIgaucM?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLb4je_h1Po&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vq8JeXy58MU&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=11
https://youtu.be/QuNDX27RpoU?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tUrcGT1ZSw&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKHPjIxkIWI&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=5
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       Row Boats X 10
       Toe Touches X 10
       Sprinter Sit Ups X 10 each leg
       Reverse Crunches X 10

Day 3: Upper Body/RE
1) Chin/Pull Up -- 2 sets of Max Reps
*Record your reps for the next Phase

2) One Arm Row Variation - 4 x 12 each arm
*Pick any 1 arm row and perform 12 reps each arm

3) Curl Variation x 100 reps, least sets possible
Triceps Pushdown Variation X 100 reps, least sets possible

Day 1: Upper Body
1) (Upper Body Main Lift -- Pick one of the following exercises  and perform your 10RM
Barbell Bench/Floor Press, Dumbbell Bench or Military Press

2) Push Ups w/ Shoulder Taps X 50 total reps

3a) Banded or Cable Facepull - 3x15 reps
3b) Banded Dislocates - 3x20 reps

Day 2: Lower Body
1) Main Lower Body Lift -- Pick one of the following exercises                       
and perform your 10RM Kettlebell Deadlift Trap Bar Deadlift
or Barbell  Deadlift

2a) Glute Marching - 3x30 seconds 

2b) Reverse Lunges - 3x6 each leg

3a) Core Circuit - 2x through

https://youtu.be/C_AEZUMPTmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4k3g9TvyCc8&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxZyJxXWwwY&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG82fgkDtAg&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=37
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PHASE 2: 
Building Phase
Weeks 6 - 9
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Day 1: Upper Body

1) Upper Body Main Lift -- 15 reps w/ 80-85% of 1RM
*Perform 1 rep then rest 30-45 seconds then perform another rep

-Repeat in this fashion until 15 reps have been reached
*Use the same exercise performed in Week 5

2) Push Up Variation x 50 reps
*Record your time from week to week

3a) Face Pulls with an External rotation and Iso Hold - 3 x 10 pulls, 
       followed by a 15-second hold 
3b) Chest Supported Row (overcoming Iso Hold) – 3 X 20-second hold 
3c) Lean Away Lateral Raises - 3x8 e. arm

Day 2: Lower Body

1) Main Lower Body Lift -- 15 reps w/ 80-85% of 1RM
*Perform 1 rep then rest 30-45 seconds then perform another rep
-Repeat in this fashion until 15 reps have been reached
*Use the same exercise performed in Week 5

2a) Iron Cross Good Mornings - 3x10 reps
2b) Bulgarian Split Squats, weight in a goblet - 3x8 e. leg

3) Heavy Sled Push or Hill Sprints - 3x60 yards
4)  Sprinter Sit Ups - 3x16 total 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otp_GS-ojb4&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfTM49ERRz4&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9rPc7eUfyU&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3NnPTZ7O-k&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=36
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mSrELIjbwI&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=33
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Day 4: Lower Body/DE

1) Half Kneeling Box Step Ups - 3x6 each leg (hold weight at sides or in the goblet)
*Box should be at least 20-30 inches high 

2a) RDL - 3x10 reps
2b) Cossack Squats - 3x8 each side

*Use a bench or a box for support if needed.*

3a) Farmers Walk - 3x60 yards
3b) Kettlebell or Dumbbell Swings - 3x12
3c) Kettlebell or Dumbbell 2 Hand Clean and Catch- 3x6
4) Paloff Press w/ ABC’s - 2x1 (complete for both sides each 
set)

Day 3: Upper Body/RE
1) Chin/Pull Up -- 2 sets

1st Set: Max reps
2nd set: 50% of reps completed on the 1st set 

2a) Renegade Row w/ Push Up - 3x6 each arm 
2b) Prone Surfers - 3x30 sec. hold
3a) Iso-dynamic lateral raise - 3 x 7 (each arm) 
3b) Seated DB Cleans w/ half press -3 x 10 
*Click here for the demo*
*3c) Bus Drivers - 3x30 sec.
*Perform 3a,b, and c back to back with no rest btw exercises.* 

4) Curl Variation - 100 reps AFAP
*Record your time week to week

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rx9EeTTnzIE&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvtbVpxL5K8&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmuF-c0Cs5o&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=31
https://youtu.be/agUYL39351k?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3QdaqABJzk&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTFoHY7gBK4&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FP0ItzJK_-U&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jytrSHVN7SU&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=4
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Phase 3: 
High Impact 
Strength Capacity 
Weeks 10-12
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Workout 1: Upper Body
1) Bench Press Variation - RP515 Protocol

Pick one – Dumbbell Floor Press, Barbell Bench Press, or Military Press Preliminary
Set 1: 50%
Preliminary Set 2: 75%
Set 1: 10-12 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 2: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 3: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 4: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 5: 3-4 reps

2) Tempo Push Ups X 25-30 reps
Week 1: 2 sec eccentric/2 sec hold at bottom/ 0 -- explode up 
Week 2: 2 sec eccentric/2 sec hold/ 2 sec concentric
Week 3: 4 sec eccentric/4 sec hold/ 2 sec concentric 
Week 4: 4 sec eccentric/2 sec hold/4 sec concentric

3) Banded or Cable Face Pulls x 75 reps

4)  Double Kettlebell Complex (Bent Over Gorilla Row, Deadlift, Clean and Press, Rack/Goblet 
Squat): Week 1: 2 sets Perform 10 reps of each exercise and then rest 90 seconds between rounds 

Week 2: 3 sets Perform 8 reps of each exercise and then rest 90 seconds between rounds 
Week 3: 3 sets Perform 10 reps of each exercise and then rest 90 seconds between rounds 
Week 4: 4 sets Perform 8 reps of each exercise and then rest 90 seconds between rounds

Day 2: Lower Body
1) Deadlift Variation - RP515 Protocol

Pick one – Kettlebell Deadlift, Trap Bar Deadlift, or Barbell Deadlift Preliminary
Set 1: 50%
Preliminary Set 2: 75%
Set 1: 10-12 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 2: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 3: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 4: 3-4 reps, rest 15 seconds
Set 5: 3-4 reps

2) Speed Skater Split Squats X 30 each leg, rest as needed
*1.5 reps = 1 rep
*For a more advanced version, hold the weight at your sides

3)  Shin Box Drill x 30 each side, rest as needed

4) Sandbag or Turkish Get Ups X 5 minutes
*Perform 2 reps each side then alternate to opposite side. Repeat for 5 minutes. 
Record the number of reps completed week after week.
*Rest as needed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxZyJxXWwwY&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=27
https://youtu.be/-vL2nCyigDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSzR5TvAM84&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=7
https://youtu.be/GJGYcoK3mSI
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Day 3: Upper Body
1) Sandbag Over-The-Should Drops - 5x5 each side

*Focus on form and put an all-out  effort into each shouldering
*Incorporate a moderate to difficult weight

2) Goblet Squats x 50 reps AFAP w/ 40%-50% of your total body weight, rest as 
needed 

3a) Stop and Go Farmer’s Walk - 3x 100’
3b) Hollow Body Rockers - 3x45 sec

4) Bodyweight Complex - Weeks 10 & 11: 3 sets, Week 12: 4 sets
Bear Squats X 5
Groiners x 10
Push-ups x 15
Sit Throughs x 10, total
Burpees x 5

*Rest 60 seconds between sets

Day 4: Full Body
1) Sandbag Over-The-Should Drops - 5x5 each side

*Focus on form and put an all-out  effort into each shouldering
*Incorporate a moderate to difficult weight

2) Goblet Squats x 50 reps AFAP w/ 40%-50% of your total body weight, rest as 
needed 

3a) Stop and Go Farmer’s Walk - 3x 100’ 
3b) Hollow Body Rockers - 3x45 sec

4) Bodyweight Complex - Weeks 10 & 11: 3 sets, Week 12: 4 sets
Bear Squats X 5
Groiners x 10
Push-ups x 15
Sit Throughs x 10, total
Burpees x 5

*Rest 60 seconds between sets

https://youtu.be/uQZdRNe-kGM
https://youtu.be/y1KKviU809o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z21mMcD2uS4&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=21
https://youtu.be/HDJ6zXum_Is?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
https://youtu.be/y1KKviU809o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z21mMcD2uS4&t=0s&list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b&index=21
https://youtu.be/HDJ6zXum_Is?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
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Conclusion
This program is something that has changed the game for many people, just like you. There aren’t 
any fancy tricks or gimmicks, but this is a guide to make you a better person, inside and out. With 
hard work, dedication, and consistency you will get the results you are after, I promise you.

Thank you for trusting me with your health and allowing me to Coach you. I sincerely want to help 
you achieve your goals, whatever they may be. If you are looking to improve your physical health, 
improve your nutritional habits, or your lifestyle choices in any way, please feel free to reach out 
to me. My contact information is below.

Because we are a team, I’m looking to you for guidance and support as well. I am constantly 
striving to improve (remember the 1% rule). Please feel free to share your thoughts on this 
program.

I can be reached at kyle@thefitforce.com 

Be great today!

Kyle Hollenbeck

mailto:kyle@thefitforce.com
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High Impact FAQ’s
Q: How long are the workouts?

A: In general, the workouts from start to finish are generally 45 minutes to an hour (including 
warmup and cool down). Some workouts are as quick as 25 to 30 minutes long. But, this 
will also depend on your intensity in the amount of rest you are taking between each set.

Q: What should I do on my off days?

A: On your off days from training I would recommend going through the warm up a couple 
times to loosen things up and stretch any areas that you feel you are tight/sore. This is 
also a good time to work on any weak areas, such as low back problems or tight hips. 
Another good thing to do would be going for a 30 to 40-minute walk which will help speed 
up the recovery process.

Q: What if I don’t have that piece of equipment?

A: Not a big deal if you don’t have a piece of equipment. The main thing is that you do 
the same movement pattern. For example, if you don’t have a barbell or a squat rack but 
the workout calls for a squatting variation, you can do a goblet squat with a kettlebell or 
dumbbell.

Q: What do you mean by ‘Upper Body’ Variation?

A: I wanted to give you as the lifter choices for your main upper body lift. I realize that not 
everybody works out in a conventional or traditional gym so I’m leaving it up to you and 
what fits your situation the best. There are three suggestions for each variation and you 
pick one that best suits your situation.

Q: Do I change the main lift each week?

A: After the testing week (week 5) you will stick with the same main variation throughout 
the rest of the program that you tested in on. We do this for a couple of reasons. The first 
reason is that we want you to gain familiarity with the exercise. The second being we want 
you to be able to gauge your progress from week to week. 

Q: What happens when the program is over?

A: The good thing about this program is that you can change the main or accessory 
exercises to make it a completely different workout or a completely different program. For 
example, if you chose to deadlift as your main lower body lift the first go around, you could 
change it to a squat variation for the second run through of the program.
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Equipment Needed
With every workout and exercise, there is a way to progress and regress and with 
every implement you use, there is a substitution or modification that can be made. 
The equipment you use is not as important as the amount of intensity and effort that 
you put forward.
We provide substitutions for each piece of e quipment used for every exercise below.

• Bodyweight
• Barbell
• Sandbags
• Kettlebells
• Dumbbells
• Resistance Bands
• Medicine Ball/Slam Ball
• Sled or Hill 

https://www.amazon.com/SealLine-8551-Parent-Baja-Dry-Bag/dp/B01NCOSJ8O?th=1&amp;psc=1
https://www.roguefitness.com/rogue-monster-bands
https://www.roguefitness.com/d-ball-medicine-balls
https://www.roguefitness.com/rogue-slice-sled
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Additional Resources
Body Armor Training Manual: James Smith 

RP515 Training Manual: James Smith

High impact Video Demos: In case you couldn’t find what you were looking for, we 

have included all of the video demos on one playlist!

https://dieselsc.com/store/body-armor
https://dieselsc.com/store/rp515-muscle-building
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLT78oTmh4WKGWqsiS2pBbgpO9UJI3wf9b
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